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A Discussion on New Overseas Investment Regulations 

- Contributed by CS Phanindra, CA Narendra and CA Sri Harsha 

 
Under the pre-amended/old regulations, overseas investment, in respect of investment in foreign 
securities, is governed by Foreign Exchange Management (Transfer or Issue of Any Foreign Security) 
Regulations, 2004 and, overseas investment, in respect of investment in immovable property, is 
governed the Foreign Exchange management (Acquisition and Transfer of Immovable Property 
Outside India) Regulations, 2015. 
 
Government of India, in order to improve its standards in ease of doing business by way of relaxations, 
simplifications or exemptions, is making many changes to various laws and regulations which inter alia 
includes changes to taxation laws, Foreign Exchange Management Regulations, Corporate and other 
laws etc. 
 
Under the old regulations, overseas investment is considered to be investment in joint venture or 
investment in wholly owned subsidiary which has created some sort of confusion in relation to 
overseas investment by various persons in other overseas entities. Further, overseas investment by 
individual, investment by way of loan/ debt securities, round tripping concept were also topics of 
discussion under old regulations. 
 
Now, in order to make overseas investment regulations simpler, and to provide certain 
clarifications/relaxations, Government of India has made changes to overseas investment regulations 
and rules thereunder. In this regard, Reserve Bank of India (‘RBI’) has notified Foreign Exchange 
Management (Overseas Investment) Regulations, 2022 (‘OI Regulations’) and Central Government has 
notified Foreign Exchange Management (Overseas Investment) Rules, 2022 (‘OI Rules') with effective 
from 22.08.2022 which are applicable to OI in securities as well as immovable properties. 
 
In this Article, we shall discuss various changes made by overseas investment Regulation/Rules In 
order to understand the new Regulations, following aspects has to be understood. 
 
 OI Regulations and OI Rules shall not be applicable to following investments: 

• Any investment made outside India by financial institution in an IFSC. 
 

• Acquisition or transfer of any investment outside India made,- 
i. Out of RFC Account 

 

ii. Out of foreign currency resources held outside India by a person who is employed in 
India for a specific duration irrespective of length or for a specific hob or assignment, 
duration of which does not exceed 3 years. 
 

iii. In accordance with section 6(4) of FEMA,1999 i.e., acquisition of foreign security or 
immovable property outside India if such security or property is acquired when such 
person was a resident outside India or inherited from a person who is resident outside 
India. 
 

 OI by person resident in India has been divided into six parts in brief: 

Part Details 

Part I Schedule I to OI Rules deals with ODI by an Indian entity 

Part II Schedule II to OI Rules deals with OPI by an Indian entity 

Part III Schedule III to OI Rules deals with OI by resident individual 
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Part IV Schedule IV to OI Rules deals with OI by a person other than Indian entity or resident individual 

Part V Schedule V to OI Rules deals with OI in IFSC by a person resident in India 

Part VI Rule 21 of OI Rules deals with investment in immovable property outside India 
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Particulars New Provisions 

Overseas 

Direct 

Investment 

(‘ODI’) 

 

Rule 2(q) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Rule 2 (e)  

ODI means- 

• Investment by way of acquisition of unlisted equity capital of a foreign entity (‘FE’). 
 

• Subscription to the Memorandum of Association of a FE. 
 

• Investment in 10 percent or more of the paid-up equity capital of listed FE. 
 

• Investment with control where investment is less than 10 percent of the paid-up equity capital 

of a listed FE. 

 

Further, once the investment made by a person resident in India in the equity capital of a FE is 

treated as ODI, such investment shall continue to be a ODI even if the investment falls below 10 

percent threshold specified or such person loses control in the FE. 

 

‘Equity capital’ means: 

• equity shares. 

• Perpetual capital/instruments that are irredeemable. 

• Contribution to non-debt capital that are fully and compulsory convertible. 

Author’s Comments: 

• The old regulation states that investment in capital of a FE is considered as direct investment outside India. 

However, new regulations inserted a word ‘equity capital’ in its definition making other than equity capital ineligible 

for ODI (preference shares are also not considered).  

 

• However, investment in perpetual capital/instruments that are irredeemable or contribution to non-debt capital that 

are fully, and compulsory convertible is treated ODI. 

 

• Old regulation does not provide more details about portfolio investment however, the new regulations provide 

more clarity for portfolio investment by providing specific definition, terms and conditions for such investment etc. 

which will be discussed in subsequent paras. 

Financial 

Commitment 

(‘FC’) 

Rule 2(f) 

FC means aggregate amount of investment made by resident in India by way of ODI, or debt other 

than OPI in which ODI is made and includes non-fund-based facilities. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Above definition states that that non-fund based facilities shall also be reckoned for computing the FC. However, 

in the case of performance guarantee, Regulation 5 states that only 50 percent of the guarantee shall be 

considered. Further, if guarantee is issued by a group company, such guarantee is to be reckoned towards the 

utilisation of limits separately. However, if such guarantee is issued by individual promotor, same shall be 

considered towards computation of limits by such Indian entity. 

 

• Further, in respect of investment by Indian entities, Schedule I to OI Rules states that capitalization of retained 

earnings shall not be considered for computing the FC limit however, utilisation of ADR/GDR including stock swap 

of such receipts and utilisation of ECB has to be considered for such computation. 

 

• The need to determine FC arises when Indian entity is making ODI in a FE and for OPI, there may not be any 

requirement to compute FC. 
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FC by Indian 

entity by 

modes other 

than equity 

capital 

Regulation 3 

General Permission: The Indian entity may lend or invest in any debt instrument issued by a FE or 
extend non-fund-based commitment to or on behalf of a FE including overseas stepdown subsidiary 
of such Indian entity subject to following conditions: 

• Indian entity is eligible to make ODI. 

• Indian entity has made ODI in the FE. 

• Indian entity has acquired control in such FE at the time of making such FC. 

FC by way of debt: An Indian entity may lend or invest in debt instruments issued by a FE subject 

to the condition that such load is backed by a loan agreement and interest is charged on AL basis. 

FC by way of Guarantee: An Indian entity may issue following guarantees: 

• Corporate or performance guarantee. 

• Corporate or performance guarantee by a group company. 

 

FC by way of pledge or Charge: An Indian entity which has made ODI is eligible to make pledge. 

Investment in debt securities/extending non-fund based facilities have been discussed in Schedule 

I in subsequent paras. 

Author’s Comments: 

New OI Regulations provide more clarity in terms of investment by a resident in debt instruments of FE. New 

Regulations states that investment in debt instruments is not permitted unless such investment is preceded by equity 

investment. Further, investment by way of OPI is excluded from the ambit of FC as such investment is not considered 

as ODI. 

 

Regulation 3 of OI Regulation deals with investment in FE by means other than by equity capital. It provides certain 

conditions subject to which such investment can be made. It states that only Indian entity is allowed to make 

investment in debt securities issued by FE subject to the primary condition that there should be an ODI by the Indian 

entity and such Indian entity has acquired control in such FE. 

 

Further, the term debt instrument is defined under Rule 5 of OI Rules to mean Government Bonds, corporate Bonds, 

all tranches of securitization structure which are not equity tranche, borrowings by firms through loans and depository 

receipts whose underlying securities are debt securities. 

 

Overseas 

Investment 

(‘OI’) 

OI means FC and OPI by a person resident in India. 

Author’s Comments: 

• The definition of OI states that FC and OPI is treated as overseas investment.  

 

• FC has been expressly defined to mean investment by way of ODI and debt investment in FE in which such ODI 

has been made and included non-fund-based facilities extended to such FE and investment by way of OPI is not 

considered as FC. 

 

S.No. Definition Explanation 

1 OI FC + OPI. 

2 FC ODI + Debt1 + non-Fund based facilities2. 

 
1 Debt is allowed only when Indian entity has already made ODI in FE. 
2 Non fund-based facilities may be extended only when Indian entity has already made ODI in FE. 
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3 ODI Equity investment in unlisted + Subscription to MOA of FE + Equity investment in 10 

percent or more of capital of listed FE + Equity investment (with control) in less than 10 

percent of capital of listed FE. 

4 OPI Investment in foreign security which is not considered as ODI. 

 

 

Overseas 

Portfolio 

Investment 

(‘OPI’) 

Rule 2(s) 

• OPI means investment in foreign securities but does not include any unlisted debt instruments 

or any security issued by a person resident in India who is not in an IFSC. Investment which is 

treated as ODI above shall not be considered as OPI. 
 

• The definition of OPI further states that the investment which is considered as OPI shall continue 

to be treated as OPI even after delisting until any further investment made in the entity. 

Author’s Comments:  

• The definition of OPI has been inserted in the ODI regulation for providing similar treatment as provided in FDI 

regulations.  

 

• Under the new OI Rules, in addition to investment in unlisted equity capital of FE, investment in listed equity capital 

is treated as ODI if such investment is 10 percent or more of the paid-up equity capital, or investment with control, 

where the investment is less than 10 percent of the paid-up equity capital of the listed FE. The definition of ODI 

further states that such investment shall continue to be ODI even if the investment falls below 10 percent. 

 

• On the other hand, if such investment in listed equity capital is less than 10 percent, such investment is treated as 

OPI if there is no investment by way of control. Further, in future if such shares are delisted, such investment shall 

continue to be an OPI until any further investment made by the Indian entity in such FE. Which means that such 

OPI may be treated ODI, only if any fresh investment has been made by the Indian entity post delisting of shares. 

 

• From the reading of above definitions, it may be understood that an ODI may not become OPI, however, an OPI 

may become ODI. Further, the definition of FC excludes the investment by way of OPI from its ambit. If such 

investment becomes ODI in future by virtue of delisting, such investment would be included in the ambit of FC. 

 

• Procedure for making investment through OPI is discussed in subsequent paras. 

 
ODI vs OPI: 

Nature of investment / FE Unlisted FE Listed FE 

Investment in 10 percent or more of equity capital ODI ODI 

Investment in less than 10 percent of equity capital ODI If investment is coupled with control, ODI 

Other than above, OPI 

 

 

General 

Permission to 

OI 

 

Rule 11 to 

Rule 15 

A person resident in India is permitted to make overseas investment as under: 

• An Indian entity may make ODI in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions 

prescribed in Schedule -I to the OI Rules. 
 

• An Indian entity may make OPI in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions 

prescribed in Schedule -II to the OI Rules. 
 

• A resident Individual may make OI in the manner and subject to the terms and conditions 

prescribed in Schedule – III to the OI Rules. 
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• A person resident in India, other than an Indian entity or a resident Individual, may make OI in 

the manner and subject to the terms and conditions prescribed in Schedule – IV to the OI Rules. 
 

• A person resident in India may make OI in an IFSC in India in the manner and subject to the 

terms and conditions prescribed in Schedule – V to the OI Rules. 

Author’s Comments: 

 

The new rules and regulations provide for manner in which ODI/OPI/OI as the case may be are to be made, and also 

the obligations of the parties and the reporting requirement in each of the case. 

 

Under the old Regulations, general permission is given to make OI from RFC account and when not permanently 

resident in India, from foreign currency sources outside India. Under the new Regulations, Rule 4 of OI Rules states 

that OI out of RFC Account is outside the scope of new OI Regulations and those investment are permitted without 

complying with these Regulations. 

RBI approval – 

Ceiling Amount 

Rule 9 (3) 

• Reserve Bank of India may, in consultation with the Central Government, stipulate the ceiling 

for the aggregate out flow during the financial year on account of FC or OPI. 
 

• RBI may, in consultation with the Central Government, stipulate the ceiling beyond which the 

amount of FC by Indian entity in a financial year shall require its prior approval. 

Author’s Comments: 

• The new rules confer powers on RBI, to fix the limits as to the total outflow in a FY, on account of FC or OPI, and 

with prior approval in case of FC. Rule 3 of OI Rules states that RBI may issue directions, circulars, instructions 

and clarifications for effective implementation of OI Rules. 

 

• In this regard, Master Direction3 states that FC by an Indian entity exceeding USD 1 billion in a financial year 

requires prior approval of RBI even when such FC is within the eligible limit under the automatic route. 

 

Approval from 

Central 

Government 

Rule 9 

• Any overseas investment or transfer of such investment in any entity formed, incorporated or 

registered in Pakistan or any other jurisdiction as may be advised by the Central Government 

shall require prior approval Central Government. 
 

• Investment in strategic sectors or geographies, above the limits prescribed in the OI Rules 

requires approval from Central Government. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under the new rules, investment in strategic sectors or geographies above limits specified in OI Rules shall require 

approval of the CG. The strategic sector has been defined to mean energy and natural resources sectors such as 

Oil, Gas, Coal and Mineral Ores, submarine cable system and start-ups and any other sector as may be specified 

by the CG. 

 

• However, Schedule I to OI Rules states that investment by specified PSUs and its subsidiaries in strategic sector 

is allowed without considering the limit of 400% net worth.  

Prohibited 

investments 

Rule 19 

• A person resident in India is prohibited from making ODI in a FE engaged in: 

▪ Real Estate activity. 

▪ Gambling in any form. 

▪ Dealing with financial products linked to Indian Rupee without specific approval of RBI.  
 

• ODI in any start-ups recognized under the laws of host country shall be made by an Indian 

entity only from its internal accruals or from the internal accruals of its group or associate entities 

in India, and in the case of resident individual only from own funds of such individual. 

 
3 A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.12 August 22, 2022. 
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• No person resident in India shall make FC in a FE that has invested in or invests into India, at 

the time of making such FC or at any time thereafter, either directly or indirectly, resulting in a 

structure with more than two layers of subsidiaries  However, such restriction is not applicable 

to banking company, NBFC, insurance company and Government company. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under old Regulations, investment in prohibited activities were allowed with the prior approval of the RBI. However, 

no such provision of approval is found in new rules/regulation. Further, the prohibited list has been expanded to 

include gambling. However, Rule 19 deals with only ODI and silent about investment through OPI. 

 

• Further, the concept of round tripping is always an undiluted matter under overseas investments. Even though 

such concept is not expressly dealt with by the provisions of FEM Act, 1999, there are many instances wherein 

the RBI has held such transactions are not permitted and accorded approval on a case to case to basis. 

 

• With the new OI Regulations, it may be considered that these regulations have allowed the round tripping 

transactions subject to satisfaction of above conditions. 

 

• In draft Rules, it is provided that round tripping is allowed subject to the condition that such investment is not for 

the purpose of tax evasion/avoidance.  However, in final OI Rules, such condition of tax evasion/avoidance has 

been taken out and restriction of two-layer subsidiary has been brought in. Further, Rule 9 of OI Rules states that 

any investment outside India shall be in FE which is engaged in bonafide business activity. 

Pricing 

guidelines 

Rule 16 

Issue or transfer of any equity capital: 

• from a person resident outside India to a person resident in India 
 

• from a person resident in India to another person resident in India. 
 

• from a person resident in India to a person resident outside India, 
 

shall be subject to a price arrived on an arm’s length basis. AD Bank shall ensure that such 

compliance with arm’s length pricing taking into consideration the valuation as per any internationally 

accepted pricing methodology for valuation. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under the old Regulations, transfer of existing shares or securities shall be based on the price on stock exchange 

if such share are listed and based on the valuation report obtained from merchant/investment banker or CA in the 

case of acquisition and from a CA in the case of transfer.  

 

• However, under the new OI Rules, without any limit, price for issue / transfer of shares shall be arrived on arm’s 

length basis. Further, Master Direction3 states that AD bank shall put in place its policy in order to comply with 

arm’s length pricing. It states that policy has to provide scenarios where the valuation report may not be insisted 

upon viz. transfer on account of merger, amalgamation or demerger or liquidation if price is approved by the 

competent authority/Tribunal or if price is readily available on stock exchange etc. 

Mode of 

payment 

Regulation 8 

The person resident in India making OI shall make payment for such acquisition by way of: 

• Remittance made through banking channels 
 

• Out of funds held in an account maintained in accordance with provisions of the Act 
 

• Swap of securities. 

 

Further, in respect of following investments, payment may be made out of proceeds of ADR, GDR, 

stock swap raised on account of ADR/GDR and ECB: 

• In respect of ODI by Indian entity. 
 

• In respect of FC by way of debt investment by Indian entity. 
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Author’s Comments: 

 

• As under new OI Regulations/Rules, OPI has been brought in separately, it is specifically provided that proceeds 

of ADR/GDR including stock swap has to be utilized for investment by way of ODI or in respect of FC by way of 

debt. 

 

• Even though new OI Regulations prescribe limited options, other options have been provided in respective 

Schedules of OI Rules. Even under new OI Regulations/Rules, person resident in India may invest in FE by way 

of capitalization of exports subject to conditions prescribed in Schedules. 

 

• Further, Indian entity may make ODI, on account of merger, demerger, amalgamation or any scheme of 

arrangement, on account of issue of rights issue/bonus issue. 

 

• Similarly, a resident induvial may make investment in FE account of merger, demerger, amalgamation, or 

liquidation, or on account of issue of rights or bonus shares, or by of inheritance, gift, acquisition of sweat equity 

shares, ESOPs without involving payment of consideration. 

Deferred 

Payment 

 

Regulation 7 

In respect of investment by way of ODI in the equity capital of FE by a person resident in India by 

way of  

• By a person resident in India by way of subscription to an issue or Purchase of shares from a 

resident outside India or  
 

• By a person resident outside India by way of Purchase of shares from a person resident in India, 

 

The payment of consideration may be deferred for such period as provided in the agreement subject 

to the following: 

• The foreign securities equivalent to the total consideration, shall be transferred (or issued) 

upfront by the seller to the buyer. 
 

• The final consideration paid shall be in compliant with the pricing guidelines. Such deferred part 

of the consideration in the case of acquisition of equity capital of a FE shall be treated as non-

fund-based commitment. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under old Regulations, deferred payment is not allowed. However, under new OI Regulations/Rules a person may 

agree for deferred payment option. 

 

• Under this option, both resident in India and outside India may acquire shares on deferred payment option provided 

period within which remittance is to be made for such acquisition has to be defined upfront and should be recorded 

in underlying agreement/document and valuation of such acquisition shall be determined upfront. 

 

• Such acquisition by deferred payment is considered as non-fund based FC and has to be reported accordingly 

and once payment is completed, reporting Form has to be submitted again to convert it from non-fund based FC 

to equity. 

 

• Under draft Regulations, it is provided that in case of advance payment is made, buyer may be indemnified by the 

seller. However, in the final OI Regulations, such option of payment in advance is removed. However, clarity is 

required in which case, such indemnity is required. 

 

Part I – ODI by 

an Indian entity 

An Indian entity may make ODI in equity capital of a FE for the purpose of bona fide business 

activities: 
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Schedule – I  

Modes of acquisition:  

An India entity may make ODI by way of: 

• Subscription to/purchase of equity capital (listed/unlisted). 
 

• Acquisition through bidding or tender process. 
 

• Acquisition of equity capital by way of rights issue or allotment of bonus shares. 
 

• Capitalisation of any dues from FE to Indian entity subject to other conditions. 
 

• The swap of securities. 
 

• Merger, demerger, amalgamation, or any scheme of arrangement as per the laws in India/host 

jurisdiction. 

 

ODI in financial services activity: 

An Indian entity which is engaged in financial services activity in India may make ODI in a FE which 

is engaged in financial services activity subject to the following: 

• Such Indian entity has posted net profits during the preceding three financial years. 
 

• Such Indian entity is registered with or regulated by financial services regulator in India. 
 

• Indian entity shall obtain approval from such regulators in India and host country if required. 

 

An Indian entity not engaged in financial services activity in India may make ODI in a FE which is 

not engaged in financial services activity (except banking or insurance) subject to the condition that 

the Indian entity has posted net profits during the preceding 3 financial years4. However, Indian 

entity not engaged in insurance sector may make ODI in general or health insurance subject to 

conditions. 

 

Limit on FC:  The total FC made by Indian entity shall not exceed 400 percent or as directed by 

RBI from time to time of its networth as per the latest audited balance sheet. 

• Capitalisation of retained earnings need not to be considered while computing the threshold. 
 

• FC by ‘Maharatna’ PSUs or ‘Navaratna’ PSUs or subsidiary of such PSUs in a FE which is 

engaged in strategic sector shall not be subject to above threshold. 
 

• Utilisation of ADR/GDR and ADR/GDR stock swap shall also be reckoned for the purpose of 

computation of limit. 
 

• Utilisation of proceeds from ECB for making FC shall be reckoned for the above limits. 

 

Investment in Debt Instruments/extending guarantee: 

• An Indian entity, which has made ODI in equity capital of a FE and also acquired control in such 

FE, is eligible to undertake FC by modes other than equity capital. 
 

• Such FC includes lending or investing in debt instruments, extending non-fund-based 

commitments including its SDS. Further, such FC shall be within the limits specified above. 
 

• In respect of investment by way of lending or investing in debt instruments, loans shall be 

backed by appropriate agreements and interest shall be charged on arm’s length basis. 

 

• An Indian entity may extend non-fund facilities to FE or its SDS (Operating) viz: 

▪ Corporate/performance guarantee by Indian entity. 
 

 
4 If Indian entity does not meet the net profits requirements on account of COVID -19 for FY 2020-21 to 2021-
22, then such period may be excluded. 
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▪ Corporate/performance guarantee by holding/subsidiary of Indian entity or promotor 

company for such Indian entity. 
 

▪ Personal guarantee by resident individual being promotor of Indian entity. 
 

▪ Bank guarantee by AD bank which is backed by a counter guarantee or collateral by the 

India entity. 
 

• Where guarantee is issued by a holding company, subsidiary company or promotor company, 

such guarantee shall be counted independently towards utilisation of FC limit. 
 

• Where guarantee is issued by an Individual promotor, such guarantee shall be counted within 

the limits of Indian entity. 
 

• When the guarantee is invoked by the other party, same shall cease to be a non-fund facility 

and considered as lending. 
 

• Where guarantee is extended by jointly by two or more Indian entities, 100 percent of the 

amount of such guarantee shall be reckoned towards the individual limits of each of such Indian 

entities. 

 

• In case of performance guarantee, 50 percent of the amount of guarantee shall be reckoned 

towards FC. 

 

FC by way of Pledge/Charge: 

• Pledge of foreign company shares: An Indian entity which has made ODI may pledge equity 

capital of the FE or of its SDS in favour of an AD bank, public financial institution in India or 

overseas lender for availing fund based or non-fund-based facilities for itself or any FE in which 

ODI is made or to its SDS, or in favour of a debenture trustee registered with SEBI for availing 

fund based facilities. 

 

• Charge on assets: An Indian entity which has made ODI may create charge by way of 

mortgage, pledge, hypothecation or other identical mode on  

▪ its assets in India in favour of overseas lender for availing fund/non-fund-based facilities for 

FE or SDS. 
 

▪ Assets outside India of FE or SDS in favour of AD bank or public financial institution in India 

or overseas lender for availing fund/non-fund-based facilities for itself, FE or SDS or in 

favour of a debenture trustee registered with SEBI for availing fund based facilities. 

 

The amount of pledge or the amount of facility whichever is lower shall be considered for counting 

the FC excluding cases where such facility is availed by Indian entity for itself. 

Author’s Comments: 

 

• With the introduction of new OI Regulations, the concept of JV/WOS has been taken away and precise 

definition/clarification has been provided in respect of investment in FE.  

 

• Under the old Regulations, Indian party  allowed to make ODI in JV/WOS. The term JV/WOS has been defined 

under old Regulations to mean entity formed, registered or incorporated in accordance with the laws and 

regulations of the host country in which the Indian party makes a direct investment. However, under the new OI 

Regulations, Schedule I to OI Rules states that Indian entity may make ODI in equity capital and such equity 

capital has been defined under Rule 2(e) of OI Rules to mean equity shares, perpetual equity or instruments that 

are irredeemable or contribution to debt capital which is fully and compulsory convertible. In this regard, much 

clarity is required in respect of investment in registered partnerships outside India. 
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• Under the old Regulations, FC without equity investment is allowed with the prior approval of the RBI. However, 

under the new regulations, such facility has not been provided. 

 

• Under the old Regulations, guarantee may be given by sister concern and associated enterprise in addition to the 

Indian Party including its promotors (corporate/individual). Under the new regulations, it has been clearly stated 

that such guarantee, in addition to the Indian party including its promotors, may be given by holding company and 

subsidiary company with specific shareholding conditions. Further, under the new regulations, guarantee given by 

group company is to be considered independently for the purposes of counting limit of FC. 

 

• Under the old Regulations, Indian party is permitted to extend guarantee to FE, SDS (whether it is operating SDS 

or SPV) under automatic route and subsequent SDS (Operating) under approval route. In the new OI Regulations, 

it is mentioned that Indian entity is permitted to extend guarantee facility to SDS (operating) in which Indian entity 

has acquired control through FE under automatic route. In the draft Rules, it was provided that SDS of SDS is also 

to be considered as SDS. However, such definition is not provided in final OI Rules. 

 

• Under the old regulations, investment through proceeds of ADR/GDR are outside the networth limits. However, 

under the new regulations, it is specifically mentioned that such proceeds need to be reckoned for the purpose of 

computation of limits. It is clarified that FC made through these resources under old Regulations shall not 

reckoned. 

 

• Further, a relaxation is provided in respect of capitalization of retained earnings. Under new Regulations, an Indian 

entity can invest in FE by capitalizing the retained earnings and such investment is outside the limit specified for 

FC. 

Part II – OPI by 

an Indian entity 

 

Schedule – II 

An Indian entity may make OPI: 

• An Indian entity may make OPI including by way re-investment within the limit of 50 percent of 

its net worth as per latest audited balance sheet. 
 

• An unlisted Indian entity may make OPI only by way of: 

▪ Acquisition of equity capital by way of rights issue or allotment of bonus shares. 

▪ Capitalisation of any dues from FE to Indian entity subject to other conditions. 

▪ The swap of securities. 

 

Merger, demerger, amalgamation, or any scheme of arrangement as per the laws in India/host 

jurisdiction. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under the new regulations, a specific schedule is inserted with regard to investment by Indian entity by way of 

OPI. The regulations provide that both listed and unlisted companies are permitted to invest by way of OPI. 

However, listed entities may invest through OPI without any restriction whereas unlisted entities can invest through 

OPI only by way of rights/bonus shares, capitalization of any dues, swap of shares, or under restructuring 

arrangements. 

 

• However, such restriction is not provided in the case of investment by resident Individual. Schedule -III states that 

resident Individual may make overseas investment by way of ODI and OPI. 

 

Part III – OI by 

resident 

individual 

Schedule – III 

A resident individual may make ODI by way of investment in equity capital or OPI, subject to 

conditions, within the ceiling limits prescribed under LRS. 

 

A resident individual may make ODI in an operating FE not engaged in financial services activities 

and which does not have subsidiaries and stepdown subsidiaries where the residential individual 

has control in FE. A resident individual may make OPI including by way of re-investment. 
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A resident individual may make ODI or OPI by way of: 

• Capitalisation of any amount due from FE. 

• Swap of securities on account of merger, demerger, amalgamation or liquidation. 

• Acquisition of equity capital through rights issue or allotment of bonus shares. 

• Gift. 

• Inheritance5. 

• Acquisition of sweat equity shares5. 

• Acquisition of minimum qualification shares issued for holding a management post in a FE5. 

• Acquisition of shares/interest under ESOP5. 

 

Further, investment in equity capital by way of last three options provided above, whether listed or 

unlisted, shall be considered as OPI if value of investment is less than 10 percent and there is no 

control in such FE. 

 

Inheritance/Gift subject to the conditions: 

• A resident Individual may acquire foreign securities by way of inheritance from a person resident 

in India who has acquired such shares in accordance with the ODI regulations or from a person 

resident outside India without any limit.  
 

• A resident individual may acquire foreign securities by way of gift from a person resident in 

India, who is a relative without any limit.  
 

• A resident individual may acquire foreign securities by way of gift from a person resident outside 

India in accordance with the provisions of FCRA,2010. 

 

Acquisition under ESOP6: A resident individual who is an employee or a director of: 

• An office or branch of overseas entity 

• Subsidiary in India of overseas entity 

• Indian entity in which overseas entity has direct or indirect equity holding  

May acquire without any limit7 shares or interest under ESOP offered by such overseas entity 

provided that such ESOPs are offered globally on uniform basis. 

 

Author’s Comments: 

 

• Under the old Regulations, the concept of investment by resident Individual was not allowed from the inception. 

By a notification in 2013, such investment by resident Individual was allowed subject to conditions. However, as 

permission is given separately, there are some gaps in terms of eligibility, mode of acquisition, nature of payment, 

amount to be included for the purpose of computation of limit etc.  

 

• Under the new Regulations, such issues have been expressly dealt with by incorporating separate Schedule -III 

to the regulations. 

 

• Under the old Regulations, investment in SDS is allowed by Indian party by specific mention. However, such 

investment by resident Individual is not expressly permitted/prohibited (indirectly it is prohibited). However, under 

new Regulations, individual is barred from making ODI if such FE has subsidiary/step down subsidiary where such 

 
5 May make ODI whether or not such entity is engaged in financial services activity, or whether or not such entity 
has subsidiary or stepdown subsidiary where the resident individual has control. 
6 Includes sweat equity shares. 
7 Master direction states that such amount shall be reckoned towards the LRS limit of the person concerned. 
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individual has control in the FE. Which means that if individual does not have control in FE, there is not restriction 

in making step down subsidiary. 

 
Relief from investment in SDS by Individual: As stated above, investment by resident individual is restricted under 
the old Regulations. However, under new Regulations, only certain type of investments by resident individual are 
restricted and following investments are not restricted in respect of investment by individual in SDS. 

 

• If investment is considered as ODI and there no control in FE. 

 

Nature of investment / FE Unlisted FE Listed FE 

Investment in 10 percent or 

more of equity capital 

If investment with control – Restricted If investment with control – Restricted 

If investment without control – Not 

Restricted 

If investment without control – Not 

Restricted 

Investment in less than 10 

percent of equity capital 

If investment with control – Restricted If investment with control – Restricted 

If investment without control – Not 

Restricted 

If investment without control – not to be 

considered as ODI and hence, Not 

Restricted 

 

• If investment is considered as OPI then, restriction of making SDS is not applicable. 

 

• Further, investment by individual by way of inheritance, sweat equity shares, acquisition of qualification shares or 

ESOPs is not restricted whether or not such FE is engaged in financial services activity or has subsidiary where 

the resident individual has control. 

 

• Further, where investment by way of sweat equity shares, acquisition of qualification shares or ESOPs, if 

investment is less than 10 percent, are considered as OPI. 

 

• Investment in debt securities by resident Individual: Regulation 3 of OI Regulations deals with investment in 

foreign entities by means other than equity capital. It states that only Indian entity is eligible to make investment 

in debt securities. Which means that resident individual cannot make OI by debt investment. However, under LRS, 

a resident individual may remit the amount towards extending loans to non-residents subject to other conditions 

specified therein. 

 

• Round Tripping Transactions: Rule 19 of OI Rules states that person resident in India is restricted from making 

FC in a FE that has invested into India resulting in a structure with more than two layers of subsidiaries. 

 

• On reading of Rule 19 and Schedule III to OI Rules, a resident individual is allowed to make investment in FE 

which in turn invests into India. However, resident individual shall not acquire control in such FE. 

 
Gift/Inheritance:  

• Under old Regulations, there is no restriction for an individual resident in India to acquire foreign securities as a 

gift from a person resident outside India. However, under new OI Regulations, Schedule III to OI Rules states that 

such acquisition shall be subject to provisions of FCRA,2010. Further, Schedule III to states that resident individual 

may also acquire foreign securities by way of gift from a person resident in India subject to the condition that such 

transferor shall be a relative of the transferee. 

 

• In respect of inherence, old as well as new Regulations states that resident individual may acquire foreign 

securities by way of inheritance from any person whether resident or non-resident. 

 

• Master Direction3 clarifies that resident individuals are not permitted to transfer any OI by way of gift to a person 

resident outside India. 
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Part – IV  

OI by other 

than above 

 

Schedule – IV  

• A registered trust or society engaged in the educational sector or which has setup hospitals in 

India may make ODI in FE with the prior approval of the RBI subject to conditions specified. 
 

• Mutual funds or venture capital funds or AIF can make overseas investment in specified 

securities subject to conditions mentioned in these regulations. Such investments by mutual 

fund, venture capital fund or AIF shall be considered as OPI notwithstanding to the definition of 

ODI. 
 

• Clearing corporations and clearing members may open and maintain Demat accounts with 

foreign depositories, remit proceeds, liquidate such foreign securities and repatriate proceeds 

to India. Domestic depository, and AD Bank including its overseas branch can acquire, hold or 

transfer foreign securities subject to conditions specified in these regulations. 

Author’s Comments: 

 

• The new regulations provide for detailed modalities of acquiring, holding and transfer of foreign securities by a 

person other than Indian entity or resident individual. 

 

Part – V  

OI in IFSC by 

person 

resident in 

India 

 

Schedule – V 

A person resident in India may make OI in an IFSC in India in manner as laid down in Schedule I, 

Schedule II, Schedule III or Schedule IV mentioned above, and subject to the following; 

• In case ODI is made in IFSC, approval of the Financial Services Regulator concerned, shall be 

decided within 45 days from the date of application, failing which it shall be deemed to be 

approved. 
 

• An Indian Entity not engaged in Financial Services activity in India, making ODI, in a FE not 

directly or indirectly engaged in financial services activity, except banking or insurance, who 

does not meet the net profit condition as required under the rules, may make ODI in an IFSC. 
 

• A person resident in India may make contribution to an investment funds or vehicle set-up in an 

IFSC as OPI. 
 

• A resident individual may make ODI in a FE, including an entity engaged in financial services 

activity (except in banking and insurance) in IFSC, if such entity does not have subsidiary or 

stepdown subsidiary outside IFSC where the resident individual has control in the FE. 

Author’s Comments: 

 

• It is clarified that listed, unlisted and resident individual may make investment in an IFSC subject to restrictions 

provided in Schedule I to Schedule IV. 

 

• A resident individual may make investment in investment in IFSC which may have SDS within the IFSC (whether 

or not such individual has control in entity in IFSC). 

Procedure for 

making ODI 

• A person resident in India who is intending to make ODI shall approach AD bank for obtaining 

UIN before sending outward remittance or acquisition of equity capital in a FE whichever is 

earlier. 
 

• A person resident in India making ODI shall designate a branch of AD Bank and route all 

transactions pertaining a particular UIN through such designated branch. 
 

• Where more than one person resident in India making FC in the same FE, all such persons 

shall route all transactions relating to that UIN through the branch of the AD bank designated 

for that UIN. 
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• A person resident in India which has made ODI shall submit, share certificates or any other 

relevant document as per laws of host country, to the AD Bank within 6 months from the 

effective date. 
 

• A person resident in India which has made ODI shall realise and repatriate to India: 

▪ All dues receivable from FE. 

▪ Amount of consideration on transfer/disinvestment of such ODI. 

▪ Net realisable value of assets on liquidation of such FE. 

within a period of 90 days from the relevant date. 

Author’s Comments: 

• Under the old regulation, in case acquisition of shares, valuation report needs to be obtained from 

merchant/investment banker if such value is more than USD 5 million and from CA in other cases. However, under 

the new regulations, such valuation needs to be obtained from registered valuer under the Companies Act,2013. 

 

• Further, the time limit for realization of dues from FE has been increased from 60 days to 90 days which 

significantly provides relief to the Indian investors. 

 

Reporting 

Requirement  

Form FC: A person resident in India who has made ODI or making FC or undertaking a 

disinvestment in a FE shall report the following: 

 

• FC, whether or not such amount is reckoned for limit specified, at the time of outward remittance 

or making such FC whichever is earlier. 
 

• Disinvestment within 30 days of receipt of disinvestment proceeds. 
 

• Restructuring within 30 days of from the date of such restructuring. 

 

Form OPI: A person resident in India other than individual, making OPI or transfer of such 

investment by way of sale, shall report such transaction in Form OPI within 60 days from the end of 

half year (half year ending at Sept/March).  

 

Form APR: A person resident in India which has made ODI shall file APR with respect to each FE 

every year by 31st December8.  

 

However, APR is not required to be reported in the following situation: 

• A person resident in India is holding less than 10 percent of the equity capital without control in 

the FE and there is no further FC other than by way of equity capital. 
 

• In the case where, FE is under liquidation. 
 

• The APR shall be based on the audited financial statements. However, where the person 

resident in India does not have control in the FE and laws of host country does not provide for 

mandatory auditing of the books of accounts, APR may be submitted based on the unaudited 

financial statements certified as such by the statutory auditor of Indian entity or by a CA where 

statutory audit is not applicable. 
 

• In case more than one person resident in India has made ODI, such APR needs to be submitted 

by a person who is having highest stake in the FE and in the case of equal holding, APR may 

be filed jointly. 

 

 
8 If accounting year of such FE ends on 31st December, APR shall be submitted by 31st December of the next year. 
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Form FLA: An Indian entity which has made ODI shall submit FLA within dates as may be specified 

by RBI9.  

 

Changes in ODI: An Indian entity which has made ODI shall report details regarding acquisition or 

setting up or winding up or transfer of an SDS or alteration in the shareholding in FE during the year 

in the APR. 

 

Delay in reporting10:  Where there is a delay in reporting of above Forms or submission of share 

certificate, a person resident in India is liable for ‘late submission fee’ subject to the conditions 

mentioned. However, such facility can be availed within a maximum period of three years from the 

due date of such submission or filing. 

 

Further, until and unless such delay is regularised, no further FC whether fund based or not shall 

be made. 

Author’s Comments: 

• A new set of Forms has been notified replacing old Form ODI. Under new OI Regulations, Form FC has to be filed 

for investment and disinvestment and Form APR and Form FLA has to be filed annually. Further, Form OPI is 

notified for investment by way of OPI. However, individual making investment, which is considered OPI, need not 

to file Form OPI. 

  

• Under the old regulations, in a case where audit is not applicable to FE, APR needs to be submitted based on the 

unaudited financial statements subject to obtaining of certificate from statutory auditor of the Indian party to state 

that audit is not applicable. However, in respect of some of the persons viz. partnerships firms, it may not be 

possible to obtain certificate from statutory authorities as such audit may not be applicable to them. 

 

• Under the new OI Regulations, it is provided that certificate needs to be obtained from statutory auditor if such 

audit is applicable or by CA in other cases.  

 

• Further, under the old regulations, APR may be submitted by stake holder having maximum stake or another 

person as may be designated. However, under the new regulations, such APR may be submitted by person having 

highest person and the option of filing by another person is not provided. 

Transfer/ 

Liquidation/ 

Restructuring 

• A person resident in India may transfer equity capital by way of sale to a person resident in 

India who is eligible to make such investment, or to a person resident outside India. 
 

• A person resident in India may transfer such investment on account of merger, demerger, 

amalgamation, buyback or liquidation which have approval from competent authority in host 

country and in India. 
 

• Disinvestment of ODI:  

▪ In the case of disinvestment of ODI, there should not be any outstanding dues from FE 

(unless liquidation) 
 

▪ Disinvestment shall not be made within in period of 1 year from the date of investment (can 

be converted into loan). 
 

However, above conditions shall not be applicable in the case merger, demerger or 

amalgamation between two or more foreign entities that are wholly owned by the Indian entity 

or where there is no change or dilution in aggregate equity holding of the Indian entity in the 

merged or demerged or amalgamated entity. 
 

 
9 15th July of every year. 
10 These provisions are also applicable to compliances which are pending under old regulations. 
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• Further, where the original investment is not permitted under these regulations, subsequent 

transfer of such investment is treated as contravention of regulations. 

 

Restructuring: An Indian entity which has made ODI may permit restructuring of balance sheet 

subject to following conditions: 

 

• Restructuring is permitted when such FE is incurring losses from last two years, subject to 

ensuring compliances with reporting, documentation requirements. 
 

• Diminution in the value of amount due to Indian entity including investment value shall not 

exceed proportionate amount of accumulated losses. 

 
Where the investment is more than USD 10 million or diminution exceeds 20 percent of the total 

dues, such diminution in value shall be certified on arm’s length basis by a registered valuer under 

the Companies Act, 2013 or similar valuer registered in the host country. 

Author’s Comments: 

The requirement of certification relating to diminution in value on arm’s length basis from a registered valuer under 

the Companies Act, 2013 or similar valuer registered in the host country, has been brought in in relation to the 

restructuring.. 

Part – V 

Investment in 

Immovable 

Property 

Outside India  

 

Rule 21 

No person resident in India shall acquire or transfer any immovable property located outside India 

without general or special permission of RBI. 

 

General Permissions: 

• A person resident in India may acquire immovable property outside India by way of inheritance 

or gift or purchase from a person resident in India who has acquired such property as per the 

foreign exchange provisions. 
 

• A person resident in India may acquire immovable property located outside India from a person 

resident outside India: 

▪ By way of inheritance. 

▪ By way of purchase of such property out of funds held in RFC account. 

▪ By way of purchase out of remittance sent under LRS. 

▪ Jointly with a relative who is a person resident outside India. 

▪ Out of income or sale proceeds of assets, other than ODI, acquired overseas under the 

provisions of FEM Act,1999. 
 

• An Indian entity having overseas office may acquire immovable property outside India for the 

business and residential purposes of its staff. 

 

Transfer of immovable property: 

A person resident in India who has acquired immovable property outside India, may transfer such 

property  

• By way of gift to a person resident in India who is eligible to acquire such property. 
 

• By way of sale. 
 

• Create charge on such immovable property in accordance with Regulations. 

 

Further, where the original investment is not permitted under these regulations, subsequent transfer 

of such immovable property is treated as contravention of regulations. 

 

Transactions not covered: 

In respect of following transaction, these regulations are not applicable: 
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• Immovable property held by a resident in India who is a national of a foreign state. 
 

• Immovable property acquired by a resident in India on or before 8th July 1947 and continued to 

be held by such person with the permission of RBI. 
 

• Immovable property acquired by a resident in India on a lease not exceeding 5 years. 

Author’s Comments: 

 

Provisions relating to Investment in Immovable Property Outside India, have been brought in to the ambit of OI Rules. 

 

 


